
 

 
 
AMERICAN FRIENDS OF ALYN HOSPITAL 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  
December 13, 2022 
New York, NY 
 
ATTENDEES:  

BOARD MEMBERS (Meeting was held via Zoom) 
Joanne Blye 
Minette Brown 
Bryan Gartenberg 
Paula Glazier 
Harvey Grad 
Harman Grossman 
Mark Halpern 
Ed Joyce  
Giorgio Kulp  
Jonathan Lupkin 
David Meron 
STAFF 
Maayan Aviv (in the office) 
Davida Popik (in the office) 
Erica Skolnick (in the office) 
GUESTS 
Maurit Beeri 
Zvi Ginosar 
Mark Sherman 
Jonathan Freedman 
 

Joanne called the meeting to order at 3:00 PM.  A quorum was present at all times. 
 

President’s Welcome 
 
Joanne welcomed everyone to the meeting. Board Members were then asked to accept the meeting 
minutes from the September meeting; agreement was unanimous.  
 
Joanne then mentioned that her 3-year term (as per the bylaws) has ended and said that anyone who is 
interested in being the President should reach out.  As per the bylaws, Joanne can stay on as President  
for 6 months if no one is interested. 
 

  



 

Executive Director’s Report 

Financial Report 

Maayan drew everyone’s attention to the update of our Strategic Plan.  Slide 9 (Sources of Revenue) 

shows that we have done well this year with Estates and General Donations.  WOL slightly underperformed 

from last year but considering we had fewer participants than previous years it seems that average fund 

raising for individual participants increased. 

Maayan brought the Board’s attention to the 2023 budget.  We will be saving $20,000 in 2023 as we were 

able to negotiate a more favorable rental price thanks to Jonathan Lupkin’s help. Unfortunately, health care 

costs have gone up by $30,000 and now account for $100,000 for the 3 staff members.  Maayan said that 

we are paying month to month so we can change if we find something better.  Bryan suggested speaking to 

other Jewish non-profits and seeing if we can form a cooperative to drive the costs down. Joanne proposed 

that the Board accept the budget – Paula seconded the motion and everyone voted unanimously to accept. 

Action:  Maayan to follow up with Bryan and Jonathan L re cooperative health insurance plans. 

The Board then reviewed the plans for 2023.  Some of the items discussed: 

• Plans for a bike ride in Denver during the 2nd quarter of 2023.  Larry Kaufman, a previous rider, 

has expressed interest in helping with this.  Minette also mentioned that she is meeting with a 

Rabbi from Denver who had been active in the Denver chapter before.  She will touch base 

with Davida to get the Rabbi’s engagement history. Action: Davida to liaise with Minette offline 

• Heels of Love – currently unknown if we have any US people interested in participating. 

• US NJ WOL ride in Q2 or Q3 [?].  Bryan asked why this isn’t a yearly event and Maayan said 

that we have found interest in other regions on the East Coast (Washington, Maryland) so we 

have a better outreach if we do not confine to NJ. 

• NYC Marathon Q4 – we have requested 5 places in the NYC Marathon.  As the Marathon is 

always fully subscribed to, we feel that we can promote these spots, recoup the entrance fee 

and mandate a fund-raising minimum.  Joanne asked if we have tried the same thing with the 

NYC Triathlon and also the event that Deborah Rivel has participated in. Action: Erica to follow 

up on other tri-state races to see if there is interest including the Westchester Triathlon. 

• Mark J Alter has a book to be published titled Israel, and has said he will share 50% of the 

profits with ALYN.  His previous book was Resurrection: A Critical Inquiry.  The Resurrection: 

A Critical Inquiry: ALTER, MICHAEL J.: 9781499054057: Amazon.com: Books 

 

  

https://www.amazon.com/Resurrection-Critical-MICHAEL-J-ALTER/dp/149905405X
https://www.amazon.com/Resurrection-Critical-MICHAEL-J-ALTER/dp/149905405X


 

WOL 2022 Update 

Bryan asked if dates for WOL 2023 have been set.  The Va’ad is still debating this; start dates are either 

Oct 23 or Oct 30.    Maayan said that a date should be finalized by the end of this week. Bryan asked if 

everyone is good with a 4-day ride and Mark said that answers in the survey seem to bear out that the 

riders were happy with 4 days and a start day Monday.  Joanne asked if the Board could see the survey 

results and Maayan said she would send the North American results.  Mark to look into what survey results 

are in Israel.  Action: Maayan to send North American survey results.  Mark to send the Israel survey 

results. 

Joanne mentioned that Leah is donating her $10K speaker’s fee from Google to ALYN.  Zvi asked if she is 

mentioning ALYN to her followers and Joanne said she has blogged about ALYN and placed this link in the 

Zoom chat: https://leahgoldstein.com/blog/.   Jonathan F said he is working with Leah to pull together a bike 

ride in Vancouver. Joanne asked who got the 2 KHS bikes that were donated to Leah Goldstein from the 

manufacturer?  Mark said they were given to the Hospital. 

Joanne asked if there is a checklist of things that need to be considered/planned for a ride and Mark said 

that Tal has a Gant chart.  Joanne asked to see and Mark said she should reach out to Tal.  Action: Joanne 

to reach out to Tal for a Gant chart for ride preparation.   

Board agreed (unanimously) that we can pursue donors of riders after they no longer participate in the ride.  

Need to change WOL website to ask donors if they want to opt in for future communications.  Action: 

Request Yarden Frankel to schedule this change before WOL 2023 kicks off. 

Mark was then requested to speak on WOL and also the reorganizational plans for the Friends of ALYN 

Hospital (FAH) organization.  He mentioned that although Mike is technically still with the organization he is 

effectively gone and will be officially gone as of December 31.  He mentioned that they are looking to hired 

a director of FAH and will then decide on how best to reorganize.   

Bryan then asked if we know what the costs were for WOL and Mark said that is still being worked out.  He 

also said that WOL is not just a fund raiser but also is used to raised ALYN’s profile. 

Paula asked how FAH prioritizes requests from AFAH?  She also wanted to know if they were thinking of 

setting up a point person for media content.  Zvi suggested that we take this offline.  Action: Joanne to 

schedule meeting with Paula, Mark and Maayan to discuss AFAH prioritizations 

Hospital Update 

 
Joanne then welcomed Dr Maurit Beeri who joined the call to give an update on the Hospital.   
 
The Hospital is busy preparing for its accreditation and relicensing on December 28th. 
 
The Hospital just hired a pediatric neurologist.  They have two on staff now and are planning  
to have three by April.  They have been looking to bring in a younger generation of  
doctors as they moved forward in hiring. 

https://leahgoldstein.com/blog/


 

 
The Hospital is working on its 2023 budget and hopes to have it ready by the end of the year. 
 
Jonathan Freedman asked if the Hospital was interested in a pediatric oncologist.  Maurit responded that 
ALYN does not do pediatric oncology but said that she could connect Jonathan with someone offline. 
 

Development Update 

Maayan turned the meeting over to Erica for her Executive /Director’s report.   
Giving Tuesday 
 
To date we received a total $9,555: 56 gifts @ $171 average per gift.  Erica thanked the Executive Board 
for providing a matching grant.  Not included in this number is $8,000 (complete ventilator) from a Canadian 
donor who responded to our appeal because he saw the email.  Ahead of Giving Tuesday, Double the 
Donation platform was launched, which asks and helps donors request matching funding from their 
employers. So far, two donors have submitted requests, waiting on one donor to submit and one donor 
requested her receipt so she could submit. 
 
Chanukah/end of year mailing  
This mailing was sent on December 1.  It is hoped that everyone received the letter.  As of today (Dec 13), 
at 2 pm, $11,200 was received: reflecting 88 gifts, average of $127 (first 2 days of responses) 

 
Align with ALYN Zoom series  
 
Planning the next Webinar for January, date to be announced, but Sunday at 12 noon had the best 
attendance of the six webinars so far, so leaning towards Sunday again. Naomi, head of nursing, will have 
a discussion with other ALYN nurses about nursing at ALYN. 
Grants 
 
AFAH will submit, no later than December 31, renewals for June Baumgardner Gelbart Foundation and 
Jack Chester. The Robert Russell grant is from the same office; AFAH will submit for this grant in March 
2023. 
We have challenges applying for grants as getting the materials required by foundations is difficult and time 
consuming – going thru Development in Israel is difficult at best: everything is viewed as addition to their 
work, not transparent with data.  We would like to be able to go directly to the department, i.e., 
finance/CEO, programs/Dir of program, for budgets and scope of program/accuracy/complete.  Action: this 
is linked to another action requesting an offline meeting with Joanne, Maayan, Paula and Mark 
 
Empathy school-based STEM Program 
 

• Solomon Schechter of Bergen County signed on again and is in the process of deciding  
their challenge 

• Hillel School in Detroit are very excited to begin 



 

• Salanter Akiba, in Riverdale, (SAR) – the head of science is very interested and Erica should know 
by end of week/next week if they will proceed. 

 
Erica then asked David to discuss the day school in Sao Paulo Brazil.  David gave a short PowerPoint 
presentation on a Jewish school in Sao Paulo that is interested in initiating this program.  He made contact 
with this school through a journalist friend of his.  Right now, it is the summer break, so they would begin 
this program in mid-March 2023.  They will also be planning a trip to Israel so would be interested in visiting 
the Hospital too. 
 
Other 2023 Initiatives 
 
Erica has identified lapsed donors - over 4,000 donated in 2021 but not in 2022.  Hopefully AFAH will hear 
by end of year for some): over 2000 are WOL donors.  This highlights the fact that when riders stop 
participating in WOL we are missing a huge WOL donor pool that we are now not able to tap into. 
 
Joanne asked how our Facebook campaign with our 1-minute video did in September.  Davida provided 
data on how many people opened and watched until the end, and the demographics of the users.  Maayan 
said that the cost is only $40 so we would run it again: 1800 hits, with most men over 45 and women over 
60. 
 
Ed asked why we did not get publicity around WOL this year and how can we ensure that we get it in the 
future.  Per Special Projects, this year they did not want to spend on publicity.  In the past Caroline Shapiro, 
an Israeli who has a connection to the Jerusalem Post, has gotten us articles in the media.  For our WOL 
Maryland ride we did get a TV feature on the local news station.  Ed also mentioned that Lester Holt does 
inspirational stories on TV and suggested we look into that.  Action: Erica to investigate Lester Holt’s show 

 

President’s Closing Remarks 

 
The following dates were picked for our meetings in 2023.  Davida will send out meeting invites. 
 
March 14th 
June 13th 
September 12th 
December 5th 
 
Dates for the Executive Board meetings will be decided offline. 
 
Joanne mentioned that since Madeline Grobler has made Aliyah to Israel she can unfortunately no  
longer be on the Board.   The Board voiced their approval for her engagement over the past 4 years. 
 
Joanne thanked everyone for their participation at the meeting – a lot of topics were discussed  
and actioned – and wished everyone a Happy Hanukkah and Healthy and Happy New Year.  
 



 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:30 PM. 
 

Meeting Follow-ups 

• Joanne to reach out to Tal for a Gant chart of ride preparation 

• Davida to send out meeting invites for 2023 

• Davida to follow up with Minette re the Denver Rabbi’s name so as to provide his AFAH 
engagement history 

• Maayan/Joanne to decide on 2023 Executive Board meeting dates 

• Maayan to follow up with Bryan and Jonathan L to investigate if we can join other Jewish non-profit 
health care plans 

• Maayan to send North American survey results; Mark to send Israel Survey results 

• Joanne to set up meeting with Mark, Paula and Maayan to discuss better communication and 
transparency with FAH 

• Erica to investigate Lester Holt’s show to see what the criteria is for being one of his ‘inspirational 
stories’. 

• Erica to investigate other Tri-State races to see what charity spots we can get. 
 


